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Manual cell counting in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is technique-dependent, time-consuming, and thus costly and prone to inter-operator variability and low precision. Flow cytometry (FCM) with fast hematology analyzers (HAs) appears to improve accuracy and precision of CSF cell analysis; rapid CSF cell analysis is especially needed in emergency laboratories. Ten external trials of the German Society for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine evaluated FCM with Coulter (LH750, 755), Abbott CD3200, CD3500, CD3700, CD4000, Sapphire, ADVIA120 CSF assay, and Sysmex XE-2100 single platform analyzers. CSF controls were produced using native blood leukocytes and erythrocytes, resembling CSF and thus rendering the trials feasible and allowing comparison with native manual counting in a Fuchs-Rosenthal chamber and FACScan-CD45-CD14 dual platform analysis, which was used as the reference method. Statistical evaluation was performed using Passing/Bablok regression analysis. Our evaluation revealed significant differences with respect to target values in leukocyte and erythrocyte counts, as well as leukocyte differentiation. These differences were attributed to inaccuracies produced by the HAs, due to blank correction in connection with impedance analysis, leukocyte loss, especially through monocyte injury due to the erythrocyte lysing agent, incomplete erythrocyte lysis, ADVIA cell sphering, cell differentiation using algorithms and peroxidase activity. Erythrocyte counting in the CSF controls was inaccurate with the Coulter and ADVIA analyzers. Evaluation of HAs by means of the CSF controls revealed inaccuracies in cell counting and leukocyte differentiation. Analyzer techniques, used for CSF cell assays, therefore need to be improved.